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22/006/2021

Mr John Ramsay
Delegate (Chair)
Tasmanian Planning Commission
By email: tpc@planning.tas.gov.au

Dear Mr Ramsay,
GLAMORGAN SPRING BAY INTERIM PLANNING SCHEME 2015 Draft Amendment
AM 2018-03

I have attached additional information relating to the airstrip situated on the land that
relates to the SAP amendment application.
Could you please consider it as a further representation if you deem it appropriate.
Further, I would refer you to representation 264 submitted by former commercial airline
Captain Mr Noel Stanley  in respect to the site's suitability for potential intensification of
use by aircraft.

I note IreneInc's submission 2nd June 2001 includes the following:
  5. Airstrip  There is no independent report regarding the use of the airstrip as no
intensification is currently being proposed. The airstrip is an emergency airstrip, and its
role as such is being preserved.   
If this is now the position of the applicant I suggest all reference to the airstrip could be
safely removed from the application.

Kind Regards

Ross Irving

Ross Irving

mailto:rossian874@gmail.com
mailto:tpc@planning.tas.gov.au
mailto:tpc@planning.tas.gov.au



Cambria Green Airstrip ALA- YSWA 
 


The Cambria Green planning amendment application includes a reference to an airstrip on land 


identified as PID 3362795, owned by Sun Green Agriculture Development Ltd. 


This airstrip is referred to in Airport Guides as ALA-YSWA (ALA refers to an authorised landing area). 


Included in the certified amendment is the following Local Objective: 


1.3.1.3 Local Objectives of Precinct 3. Facilitate the development of an airstrip for tourism and 


emergency services purposes. 


The document ‘Response from IreneInc to planners report.pdf’ includes the following paragraph: 


 


  







To address community concerns relating to the inclusion of an Airstrip Use in the SAP, the proponent 


proposes the following amendment to the submitted SAP application: 


 


In addition to the potential impacts to the community’s amenity identified in the Performance 


Criteria there are significant unconsidered risks including: 


• The Airstrip is an ALA (Authorised Landing Area) and is unregulated by CASA 


• Bio-Hazard risks from direct interstate flights 


• The risk of aircraft accidents due to the intensified operational frequency proposed for this 


unregulated ALA. The proponent has publicly suggested 20 flights/day which would equate to an 


aircraft movement every 10-15 mins assuming curfews  


• The risk of leaking fuel contamination of the aquafer.  


The risk to the community amenity, the environment and the proximity of the adjoining residential 


estate would suggest that it would be improbable that the Planning Authority would consider 


approving of an airstrip on this site if this were a greenfield development application, even if the 


land were appropriately zoned. 







The land, however, is current zoned “Significant Agriculture” and a Transport Depot and Distribution 


Use (to construct an airstrip) would be prohibited under the current Interim Plan. 


The Proponent suggests that the airstrip and its use are pre-existing non-conforming and therefore 


can continue to be used and intensification can be considered. 


Pre-existing lawful use is defined under section 12 (1-7) of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 


1993.  


Special Provision 9.1 of the GSBIPS cited by the proponent at 9.1.1(c) allows a planning authority the 


discretion to approve an application for a minor development to a non-conforming use, where there 


is no detrimental impact to the amenity of the locality and no substantial intensification of the use.  


The SP 9.2 cited in the IreneInc document does not apply as it relates to the development of an 


existing Discretionary use, which the airstrip is not. 


There is also nothing in the (LUPAA) Act that authorises a planning authority the discretion to permit 


a non-conforming feature to be further developed (other than a minor development) or the use to 


be substantially intensified. 


LUPAA 12(7) sets out the way a planning authority should deal with non-conforming uses. 


Subsections (1),(2),(3) and (4) (the conditions whereby a non-conforming use can continue) do not 


apply to a use, of any land, building or work, that is substantially intensified. 


I suggest that, considering the observed infrequent use of the airstrip, an intensification of use to 


even one flight per week would be considered a significant intensification. Certainly, an upgrade of 


the surface or an extension of the runway would be a substantial redevelopment. 


I have been advised by RFDS that they have not used the airstrip for aeromedical evacuations for 


more than 30yrs. 


I have also not observed any use of the airstrip by the current owner of the land. I suggest that its 


current use is significantly different to the purpose for which it was constructed. 


With few exceptions, the use of the airstrip has for the past several years been for flight training 


purposes by a commercial operator. Whilst this use may be infrequent, when the airstrip is being 


used there are numerous “touch and go” procedures undertaken which create a noise nuisance and 


disturbance to the amenity of the residents of the adjoining Great Oyster Bay Estate (Cambria Drive). 


  



https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-1993-070#GS12@Gs1@EN

https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-1993-070#GS12@Gs2@EN

https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-1993-070#GS12@Gs3@EN

https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-1993-070#GS12@Gs4@EN





 


Limitations to pre-existing use rights 
There are some significant limitations on pre-existing use rights.  Under section 12(5) of the Land 


Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993, the right to continue a pre-existing lawful use does not apply 


to a use: 


a. that has stopped for a continuous period of 2 years; or 


b. that has stopped for 2 or more periods which together total 2 years in any period of 3 years; 
or 


c. that is seasonal in nature, if the use does not take place for 2 years in succession. 


RFDS have confirmed that its use was discontinued more than 30 years ago i.e., that it has stopped 


for a continuous period of 2 years. (Clause a. applies) 


If we admit that the airstrip may have been used for agriculture purposes by the owner when the 


land was originally used as an airfield, then we contend that the current owner Sun Green 


Agriculture Development Limited, has not used the airstrip for this purpose since acquiring the land. 


(Clause a. applies) 


It is therefore arguable that any pre-existing use rights for the land to be used as an airstrip have 


been extinguished. 


IreneInc states that use of the airstrip would be related to the integrated tourism activities of 


Cambria. 


What is being facilitated is not an intensification of a pre-existing use – it is an entirely different 


proposition. The fact that this land contains a non-conforming infrastructure (the 


private/unregulated ALA) should not be able to be used as a Trojan Horse to expedite the approval 


of a commercial airfield on Significant Agricultural Land. 


Under Acceptable Solutions, Use of the Airstrip: IreneInc makes a distinction relating to the purpose 


of the flights. One is for Emergency Services, the other is for no change to the current usage. 


Under the applicants proposed amendment, if the airstrip is intended to be used for any flights to 


service the Integrated Tourism activities of Cambria, as suggested by the proponents, this would 


require an assessment at the development application stage, as it would necessitate an 


intensification of use. 


As many of the tourism activities proposed in the Master Concept Plan are to be situated on land 


owned by other companies or persons, this proposed use may not necessarily be for purposes 


relating to the landowner.  


I contend that the stated intention to use the airstrip ALA-YSWA for purposes related to the 


integrated tourism activities of Cambria would not be an intensification of an existing non-


conforming use but a new or different use of a non-conforming structure and therefore not covered 


by Section 12 (1-4) provisions of LUPPA. 







Background Information 


Swansea Aerodrome 
The original Swansea aerodrome was built on land in Maria Street.  It was first used about 1926/27 


but delicensed due to safety concerns in 1939. 


A proposal to reopen a licensed aerodrome on land owned by EB Shaw was considered in 1949 but 


apparently not proceeded with. 


According to the then Commonwealth Superintendent of Aerodromes (Mr. A. R. McComb), the 


regulations at that time “prohibited aeroplanes from landing on other than licensed grounds, in order 


to ensure greater safety for passengers”. 


 


Aircraft at Swansea Airport (Maria St) 


The Biplane is a single engine de Havilland DH83 Fox Moth that initially operated a twice-
weekly Launceston-Flinders Island service by Holyman’s Airways Pty Ltd.  In 1934 the 
company won a tender for the carriage of mail between Hobart and Melbourne and the 
aeroplane in this image has the Royal Mail logo.  
 
The Southern Moon VH-UMI was an AVRO 618 Ten aircraft operated by the airline Australian 
National Airways (ANA) in the 1930’s.  
 


Original Cambria Airstrip. 
The Cambria estate was purchased in 1952 by Dr Edward Brettingham-Moore who was also to 


become Warden of Glamorgan Municipality.  Brettingham-Moore sold the Cambria estate to David 


Burbury in 1956. 


Edward Brettingham-Moore’s parents were George Edward Moore and Eveleen Ida Brettingham. 


Edward had one sister and two brothers.  One brother, Hubert, was to become the Crown Solicitor 


of Tasmania and the other George Raymond served as a pilot with the Royal Flying Corp in France.  


George Edward Moore was a Tasmanian politician and held titles to Darlington on Maria Island and 


10,000 acres at Rheban. 







In 1917 he donated £1500 (pound) to the Royal Flying Corp. (England) for the purchase of an 


aeroplane, on condition that it would be allocated to his son George Raymond upon satisfactory 


completion of his pilot training. 


Some Swansea residents I have spoken with believe a private airstrip was built on Cambria land 


during Edward Brettingham-Moore’s tenure.  As brother George was a qualified pilot this seems 


plausible. 


ALA - YSWA is not a regulated airstrip. 
Correspondence from Matthew Windebank, an Aerodrome Engineer at CASA Canberra, confirms 


that the current airstrip on the Cambria Estate land is private and unregulated. 


……….as at no time in its past was it subject to Federal legislation.  Aerial photos or local knowledge 
are going to be your best option. 
 
As for the code, ‘Y’ means it is an airport or landing area in Australia.  The ‘SWA’ is an abbreviation of 
Swansea so that pilots can find information related to the site in aeronautical publications.  I am not 
100% sure but I believe Air Services Australia assign these codes when requested so that information 
can be published in their documents and maps for pilots.  There are no rights associated with an 
airport or landing area code.  It is simply an identifier- an abbreviation. 
 


This airstrip appears in publications such as the “Airport Guide” with the ICAO (International Civil 


Aviation Organisation) descriptor of YSWA.  It appears in these publications due to it having a record 


in the US Federal Aviation Administration database. 


According to CASA the airstrip is a private Aircraft Landing Area (ALA) and not thus regulated by 


CASA.  Use of an ALA is by permission of the property owner or delegate and at the discretion of the 


Pilot.  Only light aircraft (i.e., less than 5670kg) may use an ALA.  


The contact phone number listed in the Airport Guide to obtain authorisation to land at ALA YSWA is 


03 6257 8579 and is no longer connected.  According to the Glamorgan Spring Bay Community guide 


this number was previously allocated to ND & A Burbury of 13566 Tasman Hwy (Cambria). 


Although the date of the first use of this property as an airstrip is somewhat unclear, we have 


established that the current ALA was constructed in the late 1960’s – early 1970’s and use of the 


property as an airfield predates the planning schemes of the Glamorgan Municipality. 


When and Why was the Cambria airstrip ALA – YSWA built? 
Correspondence obtained from Matthew Windebank, Aerodrome Engineer Air Navigation, Airspace 


& Aerodromes Branch CASA shows that on 28 April 1969, Mr Burbury, the owner of the Cambria 


estate at that time, consented to the ALA being constructed on his land. 


It important to observe that Mr Burbury was not requesting an approval to build an airstrip for his 


own purposes. He was consenting to the construction of an airstrip that could be used for 


emergency and general aviation purposes. 







It was clearly noted by the Department of Civil Aviation at the time that the ALA would “be 


unlicensed and that at all times it would be in the control of the landowner”. It further states that 


“Pilots must seek permission of the owner prior to making use of the strip”. 


It is understood that Council undertook the construction of this airstrip. 


The surveyor contracted to undertake the land survey of what was to become the Dolphin Sands 


Estate was Hobart surveyor Eric (Barrie) Valentine.  


According to his article “A short History of Dolphin Sands” he was initially consulted regarding the 


Survey of the Dolphin Sands Estate in February 1968. 


In this article he further writes: 


… we upgraded the Burbury airstrip, and I had it accepted as an authorised landing area and it is now 


marked on the world aeronautical charts. 


I flew in almost every (survey) party change from my survey practice. One return needed an 


emergency landing at Jericho because of weather and another on Maria Island. 


Long term Swansea resident Jim Morris recalls that the original Cambria airstrip may have been 


located on a different area of the property to where the current airfield now is. 


He recalls the current strip being constructed in the late 1960’s or early 1970’s and believes it was 


intended to be able to service the Royal Flying Doctor. 


Documents obtained from the Swansea SES show that in 1981 the SES had purchased portable 


electric flares to enable the airstrip to be used for night air ambulance operations. 


As there was no Planning Scheme enacted for the Glamorgan Council at the time, the construction of 


an airstrip would not have needed to comply with planning regulations. 


It should also be noted that this airstrip was built many years prior to the Great Oyster Bay 


Developments subdivision (Cambria Drive) which was surveyed in 1995 and adjoins the land that 


contains the airstrip. 


Past and current use of the Cambria airstrip 
The following advice from RFDS Tasmania Chief Executive Officer, John Kirwan, confirms the use of 


the airstrip by RFDS during the 1970’s and early 1980’s but also that the RFDS has not used this strip 


for more than 30 years. 


 ………. we would have stopped in early 1980s, 1982 when we stopped using aero club 


aircraft, that were smaller and not as restricted. 


 Hard to get actual figures pre-1980, but Lindsay was sure it was used, just not sure how 


frequently. 


Current RFDS advice for airstrips suitable for both day and night operations recommends a minimum 


of 1200m length. This is significantly longer than the Cambria Green airstrip which is around 800m. 







It should be observed that emergency medivac flights to service Swansea have been conducted by 


the Tasmanian Air Rescue Helicopter Service since its inception in 2000 (This service was renamed in 


2005 to the Westpac Rescue Helicopter Service). 


Nick Burbury (prior owner of the land) has advised that in the time that his family owned the 


property the airstrip had been used for crop dusting, recreational use, Royal Flying Doctor and by Par 


Avion for pilot training purposes. 


In reply to assertions that Par Avion is using the airstrip Ronald Hu (A director of Cambria Green 


Agriculture and Tourism Management Pty Ltd, the applicant for the planning amendment) has 


submitted: 


I have not been informed nor had any control of it as it is a public landing place. The pilots only need 
to submit their flying plan to the air control, then they can use our air strip for landing and taking off. 


We have clearly shown that this understanding of the use of an ALA is incorrect. 


The GSBC Manager of Development and Compliance has also confirmed that: 


23 Agenda – Glamorgan Spring Bay Council – 30/04/2019 


• The operators of Par Avion via a phone call with Council staff advised that from the early 


1970s onwards that they have used Cambria for flight training purposes. The extent of such 


use was subject to demand.  


• It is reasonable to assume that demand would have varied over time. Conclusive records of 


the number of flights for agricultural, emergency or training purposes is not available. It is a 


private aerodrome 


  







In the past six years that I have lived in Cambria Drive, I have not observed any crop dusting flights. 


Over this period, it is estimated that approximately 2-4 aircraft movements per month on average 


are observed, several of which would involve touch and go landing simulations, presumably by Par 


Avion aircraft. There have, however, been a few direct interstate flights (including during the Covid 


embargo) that have used this airstrip observed via the Flightradar24 App. 


 


 


 


 







 


  







 


 


  







 


 


  







Further correspondence from September 1979 shows the council unsuccessfully seeking to obtain 


federal funding to upgrade the airstrip to an all-weather surface. 


The letter advised the Council that: 


An important prerequisite for financial assistance under the local ownership scheme is secure tenure 


of the land developed. 


 







Glamorgan Planning Schemes 
 


Approval to construct and/or operate an ALA on private land is regulated by the Local Council 


Planning Approval process. 


No record of a 1950’s era Glamorgan planning scheme has been discovered by Glamorgan Spring 


Bay Council, Tasmanian Planning Commission or the Tasmanian State Library and Archive Service. 


Advice from the Tasmanian State Library and Archive Service 
 
  


Thank you for your question regarding a copy of the Glamorgan Town Plan. 
 I have searched our records and we have not got a copy of the plan unfortunately. 
 I would have thought that if the Council doesn't have a copy, they should know where one is 
located. 
Sadly they haven't given it to Archives. 
  
Good luck with your search. 
  
Deborah 
State Library and Archive Service. 
 
 


Advice from the Tasmanian Planning Commission 
 


The Commission has no records of a planning scheme for the Swansea area prior to 1985. 
The first planning scheme we have listed is the Glamorgan Interim Order No. 1 1986, which 
came into effect on 6 September 1986. 
  
To provide you a bit of history to this, in March 1986 there were changes made to the then 
Local Government Act, declaring that Councils needed to have either a sealed planning 
scheme or an interim order to continue to exercise planning control for areas that did not 
already have a planning scheme. The interim orders were in effect for up to a period of 3 
years or until a planning scheme has been approved (by the then Town and Country Planning 
Commissioner). Hence, the Glamorgan Interim orders No. 1 1986, which then became the 
Glamorgan Planning Scheme 1985. 


 
The State Library and Archive Service were however able to provide documents that show that the 


preparation for a planning scheme for the Glamorgan Council was under consideration in 1951 but 


by February 1952 no actual steps towards that aspiration had so far been taken. 


Correspondence, in 1951, between the Planning Commissioner and the Council confirmed that it 


was intended that the future planning scheme was to cover the entire municipality but “would have 


no affect whatever on rural occupations”. 







 


 







Cambria Green Airstrip ALA- YSWA 
 

The Cambria Green planning amendment application includes a reference to an airstrip on land 

identified as PID 3362795, owned by Sun Green Agriculture Development Ltd. 

This airstrip is referred to in Airport Guides as ALA-YSWA (ALA refers to an authorised landing area). 

Included in the certified amendment is the following Local Objective: 

1.3.1.3 Local Objectives of Precinct 3. Facilitate the development of an airstrip for tourism and 

emergency services purposes. 

The document ‘Response from IreneInc to planners report.pdf’ includes the following paragraph: 

 

  



To address community concerns relating to the inclusion of an Airstrip Use in the SAP, the proponent 

proposes the following amendment to the submitted SAP application: 

 

In addition to the potential impacts to the community’s amenity identified in the Performance 

Criteria there are significant unconsidered risks including: 

• The Airstrip is an ALA (Authorised Landing Area) and is unregulated by CASA 

• Bio-Hazard risks from direct interstate flights 

• The risk of aircraft accidents due to the intensified operational frequency proposed for this 

unregulated ALA. The proponent has publicly suggested 20 flights/day which would equate to an 

aircraft movement every 10-15 mins assuming curfews  

• The risk of leaking fuel contamination of the aquafer.  

The risk to the community amenity, the environment and the proximity of the adjoining residential 

estate would suggest that it would be improbable that the Planning Authority would consider 

approving of an airstrip on this site if this were a greenfield development application, even if the 

land were appropriately zoned. 



The land, however, is current zoned “Significant Agriculture” and a Transport Depot and Distribution 

Use (to construct an airstrip) would be prohibited under the current Interim Plan. 

The Proponent suggests that the airstrip and its use are pre-existing non-conforming and therefore 

can continue to be used and intensification can be considered. 

Pre-existing lawful use is defined under section 12 (1-7) of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 

1993.  

Special Provision 9.1 of the GSBIPS cited by the proponent at 9.1.1(c) allows a planning authority the 

discretion to approve an application for a minor development to a non-conforming use, where there 

is no detrimental impact to the amenity of the locality and no substantial intensification of the use.  

The SP 9.2 cited in the IreneInc document does not apply as it relates to the development of an 

existing Discretionary use, which the airstrip is not. 

There is also nothing in the (LUPAA) Act that authorises a planning authority the discretion to permit 

a non-conforming feature to be further developed (other than a minor development) or the use to 

be substantially intensified. 

LUPAA 12(7) sets out the way a planning authority should deal with non-conforming uses. 

Subsections (1),(2),(3) and (4) (the conditions whereby a non-conforming use can continue) do not 

apply to a use, of any land, building or work, that is substantially intensified. 

I suggest that, considering the observed infrequent use of the airstrip, an intensification of use to 

even one flight per week would be considered a significant intensification. Certainly, an upgrade of 

the surface or an extension of the runway would be a substantial redevelopment. 

I have been advised by RFDS that they have not used the airstrip for aeromedical evacuations for 

more than 30yrs. 

I have also not observed any use of the airstrip by the current owner of the land. I suggest that its 

current use is significantly different to the purpose for which it was constructed. 

With few exceptions, the use of the airstrip has for the past several years been for flight training 

purposes by a commercial operator. Whilst this use may be infrequent, when the airstrip is being 

used there are numerous “touch and go” procedures undertaken which create a noise nuisance and 

disturbance to the amenity of the residents of the adjoining Great Oyster Bay Estate (Cambria Drive). 

  

https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-1993-070#GS12@Gs1@EN
https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-1993-070#GS12@Gs2@EN
https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-1993-070#GS12@Gs3@EN
https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-1993-070#GS12@Gs4@EN


 

Limitations to pre-existing use rights 
There are some significant limitations on pre-existing use rights.  Under section 12(5) of the Land 

Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993, the right to continue a pre-existing lawful use does not apply 

to a use: 

a. that has stopped for a continuous period of 2 years; or 

b. that has stopped for 2 or more periods which together total 2 years in any period of 3 years; 
or 

c. that is seasonal in nature, if the use does not take place for 2 years in succession. 

RFDS have confirmed that its use was discontinued more than 30 years ago i.e., that it has stopped 

for a continuous period of 2 years. (Clause a. applies) 

If we admit that the airstrip may have been used for agriculture purposes by the owner when the 

land was originally used as an airfield, then we contend that the current owner Sun Green 

Agriculture Development Limited, has not used the airstrip for this purpose since acquiring the land. 

(Clause a. applies) 

It is therefore arguable that any pre-existing use rights for the land to be used as an airstrip have 

been extinguished. 

IreneInc states that use of the airstrip would be related to the integrated tourism activities of 

Cambria. 

What is being facilitated is not an intensification of a pre-existing use – it is an entirely different 

proposition. The fact that this land contains a non-conforming infrastructure (the 

private/unregulated ALA) should not be able to be used as a Trojan Horse to expedite the approval 

of a commercial airfield on Significant Agricultural Land. 

Under Acceptable Solutions, Use of the Airstrip: IreneInc makes a distinction relating to the purpose 

of the flights. One is for Emergency Services, the other is for no change to the current usage. 

Under the applicants proposed amendment, if the airstrip is intended to be used for any flights to 

service the Integrated Tourism activities of Cambria, as suggested by the proponents, this would 

require an assessment at the development application stage, as it would necessitate an 

intensification of use. 

As many of the tourism activities proposed in the Master Concept Plan are to be situated on land 

owned by other companies or persons, this proposed use may not necessarily be for purposes 

relating to the landowner.  

I contend that the stated intention to use the airstrip ALA-YSWA for purposes related to the 

integrated tourism activities of Cambria would not be an intensification of an existing non-

conforming use but a new or different use of a non-conforming structure and therefore not covered 

by Section 12 (1-4) provisions of LUPPA. 



Background Information 

Swansea Aerodrome 
The original Swansea aerodrome was built on land in Maria Street.  It was first used about 1926/27 

but delicensed due to safety concerns in 1939. 

A proposal to reopen a licensed aerodrome on land owned by EB Shaw was considered in 1949 but 

apparently not proceeded with. 

According to the then Commonwealth Superintendent of Aerodromes (Mr. A. R. McComb), the 

regulations at that time “prohibited aeroplanes from landing on other than licensed grounds, in order 

to ensure greater safety for passengers”. 

 

Aircraft at Swansea Airport (Maria St) 

The Biplane is a single engine de Havilland DH83 Fox Moth that initially operated a twice-
weekly Launceston-Flinders Island service by Holyman’s Airways Pty Ltd.  In 1934 the 
company won a tender for the carriage of mail between Hobart and Melbourne and the 
aeroplane in this image has the Royal Mail logo.  
 
The Southern Moon VH-UMI was an AVRO 618 Ten aircraft operated by the airline Australian 
National Airways (ANA) in the 1930’s.  
 

Original Cambria Airstrip. 
The Cambria estate was purchased in 1952 by Dr Edward Brettingham-Moore who was also to 

become Warden of Glamorgan Municipality.  Brettingham-Moore sold the Cambria estate to David 

Burbury in 1956. 

Edward Brettingham-Moore’s parents were George Edward Moore and Eveleen Ida Brettingham. 

Edward had one sister and two brothers.  One brother, Hubert, was to become the Crown Solicitor 

of Tasmania and the other George Raymond served as a pilot with the Royal Flying Corp in France.  

George Edward Moore was a Tasmanian politician and held titles to Darlington on Maria Island and 

10,000 acres at Rheban. 



In 1917 he donated £1500 (pound) to the Royal Flying Corp. (England) for the purchase of an 

aeroplane, on condition that it would be allocated to his son George Raymond upon satisfactory 

completion of his pilot training. 

Some Swansea residents I have spoken with believe a private airstrip was built on Cambria land 

during Edward Brettingham-Moore’s tenure.  As brother George was a qualified pilot this seems 

plausible. 

ALA - YSWA is not a regulated airstrip. 
Correspondence from Matthew Windebank, an Aerodrome Engineer at CASA Canberra, confirms 

that the current airstrip on the Cambria Estate land is private and unregulated. 

……….as at no time in its past was it subject to Federal legislation.  Aerial photos or local knowledge 
are going to be your best option. 
 
As for the code, ‘Y’ means it is an airport or landing area in Australia.  The ‘SWA’ is an abbreviation of 
Swansea so that pilots can find information related to the site in aeronautical publications.  I am not 
100% sure but I believe Air Services Australia assign these codes when requested so that information 
can be published in their documents and maps for pilots.  There are no rights associated with an 
airport or landing area code.  It is simply an identifier- an abbreviation. 
 

This airstrip appears in publications such as the “Airport Guide” with the ICAO (International Civil 

Aviation Organisation) descriptor of YSWA.  It appears in these publications due to it having a record 

in the US Federal Aviation Administration database. 

According to CASA the airstrip is a private Aircraft Landing Area (ALA) and not thus regulated by 

CASA.  Use of an ALA is by permission of the property owner or delegate and at the discretion of the 

Pilot.  Only light aircraft (i.e., less than 5670kg) may use an ALA.  

The contact phone number listed in the Airport Guide to obtain authorisation to land at ALA YSWA is 

03 6257 8579 and is no longer connected.  According to the Glamorgan Spring Bay Community guide 

this number was previously allocated to ND & A Burbury of 13566 Tasman Hwy (Cambria). 

Although the date of the first use of this property as an airstrip is somewhat unclear, we have 

established that the current ALA was constructed in the late 1960’s – early 1970’s and use of the 

property as an airfield predates the planning schemes of the Glamorgan Municipality. 

When and Why was the Cambria airstrip ALA – YSWA built? 
Correspondence obtained from Matthew Windebank, Aerodrome Engineer Air Navigation, Airspace 

& Aerodromes Branch CASA shows that on 28 April 1969, Mr Burbury, the owner of the Cambria 

estate at that time, consented to the ALA being constructed on his land. 

It important to observe that Mr Burbury was not requesting an approval to build an airstrip for his 

own purposes. He was consenting to the construction of an airstrip that could be used for 

emergency and general aviation purposes. 



It was clearly noted by the Department of Civil Aviation at the time that the ALA would “be 

unlicensed and that at all times it would be in the control of the landowner”. It further states that 

“Pilots must seek permission of the owner prior to making use of the strip”. 

It is understood that Council undertook the construction of this airstrip. 

The surveyor contracted to undertake the land survey of what was to become the Dolphin Sands 

Estate was Hobart surveyor Eric (Barrie) Valentine.  

According to his article “A short History of Dolphin Sands” he was initially consulted regarding the 

Survey of the Dolphin Sands Estate in February 1968. 

In this article he further writes: 

… we upgraded the Burbury airstrip, and I had it accepted as an authorised landing area and it is now 

marked on the world aeronautical charts. 

I flew in almost every (survey) party change from my survey practice. One return needed an 

emergency landing at Jericho because of weather and another on Maria Island. 

Long term Swansea resident Jim Morris recalls that the original Cambria airstrip may have been 

located on a different area of the property to where the current airfield now is. 

He recalls the current strip being constructed in the late 1960’s or early 1970’s and believes it was 

intended to be able to service the Royal Flying Doctor. 

Documents obtained from the Swansea SES show that in 1981 the SES had purchased portable 

electric flares to enable the airstrip to be used for night air ambulance operations. 

As there was no Planning Scheme enacted for the Glamorgan Council at the time, the construction of 

an airstrip would not have needed to comply with planning regulations. 

It should also be noted that this airstrip was built many years prior to the Great Oyster Bay 

Developments subdivision (Cambria Drive) which was surveyed in 1995 and adjoins the land that 

contains the airstrip. 

Past and current use of the Cambria airstrip 
The following advice from RFDS Tasmania Chief Executive Officer, John Kirwan, confirms the use of 

the airstrip by RFDS during the 1970’s and early 1980’s but also that the RFDS has not used this strip 

for more than 30 years. 

 ………. we would have stopped in early 1980s, 1982 when we stopped using aero club 

aircraft, that were smaller and not as restricted. 

 Hard to get actual figures pre-1980, but Lindsay was sure it was used, just not sure how 

frequently. 

Current RFDS advice for airstrips suitable for both day and night operations recommends a minimum 

of 1200m length. This is significantly longer than the Cambria Green airstrip which is around 800m. 



It should be observed that emergency medivac flights to service Swansea have been conducted by 

the Tasmanian Air Rescue Helicopter Service since its inception in 2000 (This service was renamed in 

2005 to the Westpac Rescue Helicopter Service). 

Nick Burbury (prior owner of the land) has advised that in the time that his family owned the 

property the airstrip had been used for crop dusting, recreational use, Royal Flying Doctor and by Par 

Avion for pilot training purposes. 

In reply to assertions that Par Avion is using the airstrip Ronald Hu (A director of Cambria Green 

Agriculture and Tourism Management Pty Ltd, the applicant for the planning amendment) has 

submitted: 

I have not been informed nor had any control of it as it is a public landing place. The pilots only need 
to submit their flying plan to the air control, then they can use our air strip for landing and taking off. 

We have clearly shown that this understanding of the use of an ALA is incorrect. 

The GSBC Manager of Development and Compliance has also confirmed that: 
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• The operators of Par Avion via a phone call with Council staff advised that from the early 

1970s onwards that they have used Cambria for flight training purposes. The extent of such 

use was subject to demand.  

• It is reasonable to assume that demand would have varied over time. Conclusive records of 

the number of flights for agricultural, emergency or training purposes is not available. It is a 

private aerodrome 

  



In the past six years that I have lived in Cambria Drive, I have not observed any crop dusting flights. 

Over this period, it is estimated that approximately 2-4 aircraft movements per month on average 

are observed, several of which would involve touch and go landing simulations, presumably by Par 

Avion aircraft. There have, however, been a few direct interstate flights (including during the Covid 

embargo) that have used this airstrip observed via the Flightradar24 App. 

 

 

 

 



 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



Further correspondence from September 1979 shows the council unsuccessfully seeking to obtain 

federal funding to upgrade the airstrip to an all-weather surface. 

The letter advised the Council that: 

An important prerequisite for financial assistance under the local ownership scheme is secure tenure 

of the land developed. 

 



Glamorgan Planning Schemes 
 

Approval to construct and/or operate an ALA on private land is regulated by the Local Council 

Planning Approval process. 

No record of a 1950’s era Glamorgan planning scheme has been discovered by Glamorgan Spring 

Bay Council, Tasmanian Planning Commission or the Tasmanian State Library and Archive Service. 

Advice from the Tasmanian State Library and Archive Service 
 
  

Thank you for your question regarding a copy of the Glamorgan Town Plan. 
 I have searched our records and we have not got a copy of the plan unfortunately. 
 I would have thought that if the Council doesn't have a copy, they should know where one is 
located. 
Sadly they haven't given it to Archives. 
  
Good luck with your search. 
  
Deborah 
State Library and Archive Service. 
 
 

Advice from the Tasmanian Planning Commission 
 

The Commission has no records of a planning scheme for the Swansea area prior to 1985. 
The first planning scheme we have listed is the Glamorgan Interim Order No. 1 1986, which 
came into effect on 6 September 1986. 
  
To provide you a bit of history to this, in March 1986 there were changes made to the then 
Local Government Act, declaring that Councils needed to have either a sealed planning 
scheme or an interim order to continue to exercise planning control for areas that did not 
already have a planning scheme. The interim orders were in effect for up to a period of 3 
years or until a planning scheme has been approved (by the then Town and Country Planning 
Commissioner). Hence, the Glamorgan Interim orders No. 1 1986, which then became the 
Glamorgan Planning Scheme 1985. 

 
The State Library and Archive Service were however able to provide documents that show that the 

preparation for a planning scheme for the Glamorgan Council was under consideration in 1951 but 

by February 1952 no actual steps towards that aspiration had so far been taken. 

Correspondence, in 1951, between the Planning Commissioner and the Council confirmed that it 

was intended that the future planning scheme was to cover the entire municipality but “would have 

no affect whatever on rural occupations”. 
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